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Understanding Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution
For HOA Home Owner Complaints
A Comprehensive Analysis of the need, benefits, process, and cost to implement
Implementing an Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution Process
A Colorado Case Study: feasibility and cost
Background:
Colorado has many comprehensive and definitive State HOA laws but every one of
them lacks a viable means of enforcement from the home owner’s perspective. The
simplest violation of State HOA law or a home owner’s HOA governing documents by
an HOA Board must be resolved in court. This matches the home owner’s limited
financial resources against the unlimited financial and legal resources of the HOA: not a
level playing field. Most home owners don’t/can’t pursue their rights under the law
even when 100% in the right: they simply don’t pursue their rights. Thus State laws are
mostly administrative and “feel good” and provide little enforcement of home owner’s
rights.
HOA home owners need access to an affordable, non-litigious and out of court venue to
resolve their disputes with their HOA governing Board. This is referred to as “out of
court binding dispute resolution”. Another description is alternative dispute resolution
(ADR). This process would allow HOA home owners to file a complaint with the State
HOA Office, pay a minimal and affordable filing fee, have their complaint vetted for
substance, assigned to a trained HOA arbiter, and participate in a dispute resolution
process that delivers an enforceable decision. No cost to businesses or taxpayers and
homeowners would be assessed no more than $1.50 per year to maintain the program.
This is similar to a process implemented by the Department of Regulatory Agencies
(DORA) for processing complaints for licensed HOA Property Managers (aka
Community Association Managers (CAM). The process is also similar to that provided
to home owners living in mobile home and manufactured home communities via the
State under State Law HB 19-1309
This process would will immediately empower home owners and make all Colorado
HOA laws effective as opposed to mostly ineffective and unenforceable legislation.
Flow chart of process

Mediation vs. Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution Administered by the State
State law in Colorado has included verbiage making mediation a means to pursue home
owner’s rights. This simply hasn’t worked. Exemplary of this is the several thousand
complaints/inquiries received by the State’s HOA Office in its’ first two years of
existence. This is an impressive number since the Office is mostly unknown to the
public. Mediation is not a final but a hopeful means of dispute resolution. Mediation
may result in a written agreement but the fact is either party can breach an agreement
and this leaves the home owner in court (which they attempted to avoid in the first
place and most likely not spend additional money for a court action). Home owner
simply can’t gamble $300-500+ on a mediation session with the hope of an agreement:
home owner complaints need an affordable, accessible venue for dispute resolution
with a final outcome and not a “maybe” an outcome.
Problematic is that mediators are not a recognized profession and have no regulated
professional standards. Anyone can be a mediator and anyone can be an HOA
mediator without knowledge of HOA laws.
In too many cases the law allows for an HOA to pick the mediator not the home owner
or agreed upon collectively.
Although State law and HOA governing documents recommend mediation no party is
legally accountable to conduct mediation and if an HOA refuses that only leaves the
court system. The idea of mandatory mediation also ensures home owners must
gamble their funds on a hope of decision and this is not bringing finality to disputes but
more time, cost, and process that home owners don’t benefit by.
State HOA Study
A State Study in 2019 addressed the need for identifying a viable means of dispute
resolution. Recommendations were identified suggesting effective means of processing
home owner complaints and enforcing HOA law. Directly mentioned is the
implementation of an out of court binding dispute resolution process for HOA home
owner complaints.
Colorado licensed CAMs in 2013 through HB 13-1277. Implementation and licensing of
the first CAMs was in July 2015. This law provides an ADR-like home owner complaint
process related to HOA property management companies through DORA. Home

owners can file a complaint on-line, have it vetted, and if found to be substantive, the
State investigates the complaint. The filing fee is free. Although the State is limited in
awarding plaintiff remedies it can impose fines on property managers and/or revoke
their licenses. The process does bring closure to the complaint by rendering a binding,
legal decision. Home owners are not precluded from taking their complaints to court.
However, the question must be asked, “if ADR is good enough for HOA/home owner
vs property manager complaints why not for home owner vs HOA complaints?
Justifying the Need for Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution
The State Legislature for decades has recognized the ever expanding population living
under HOA governance and the need for oversight. In 1991 the State passed a
comprehensive law, Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act that defined HOA
governance, home owner’s rights, and a host of other related issues. Since that time
many additional HOA Bills have been passed into law. HOA laws do a good job
defining home owner rights and “what should be” but do a very poor job in providing
a means of enforcement for home owners. Not one of the laws provides a viable,
accessible, and affordable means for home owners to enforce their rights upon
violations in the law except for our costly, litigious, and time consuming court system.
The Legislature, recognizing the continued impact on the economy and living situations
of home owners, passed in 2013 HB 13-1134 establishing a State HOA Office and also
directing this Office to conduct a formal study on HOA dispute resolution. During the
first few years of the HOA Office’s existence, several thousand complaints and inquiries
were received. The Office did complete the study as directed and in it was a
recommendation to implement an out of court dispute resolution process for HOA
home owner complaints.
The State HOA Office was created with no investigative or enforcement authority.
Although there was support for some limited ADR initially, this Office was only
assigned administrative tasks. The Office receives, classifies, and reports on home
owner inquiries, registers HOAs, and completes a public education role with the public.
Frustration is commonly expressed by home owners when contacting the Office. They
find out the Office doesn’t get involved in home owner disputes with their HOA and
are instructed to hire a lawyer and go to court (which in fact almost all home owners
can’t afford). The State HOA Office is in a good position to be part of the dispute
resolution solution with additional authority and managing a dispute resolution
process.

With nearly 60% of Coloradans living under HOA governance in over 8,000 HOAs
involving financial management of hundreds of millions of dollars in home owner’s
funds through HOA dues, the need for oversight is great. Passing HOA laws laid the
groundwork but without a means to enforce these laws home owners are left vulnerable
to the management and financial abuse and violations in the law that can’t be rectified.
It can be argued that few other issues beyond taxes and schools affect so many
Coloradans. Nearly every new housing community, be it single family homes,
condominiums, townhomes, and mobile home parks, in Colorado involves HOA
governance. The number of home owner concerns and complaints is a frequent issue
to legislators, State HOA Office, our courts, and the media. Consumer protections in
the form of providing a viable means of enforcing laws for such a large impacted
number of citizens is long overdue.
The need for out of court binding dispute resolution can also be exemplified by the
many instances in which home owners have spent thousands (and tens of thousands) of
dollars on court cases that could have easily been otherwise settled out of court
inexpensively. Then there is the unrecognized number of HOA home owners who
simply drop their pursuit of enforcing their rights knowing they don’t have the
resources to fight the unlimited funding and available legal counsel of the HOA Board.
Out of court binding dispute resolution would save home owners and HOAs in legal
costs, make our otherwise weak HOA laws very strong, and empower all home owners
to be protected and pursue their rights under State law and their own HOA governing
documets.
Types of Complaints Applicable to Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution Process
Most home owner vs HOA complaints concern violations in State HOA laws and a
home owner’s HOA governing documents. These are the types of complaint that
should not require court cases and can easily be litigated based on written law with no
need for extensive investigations or lawyers. Typical problem can involve access to
HOA records, election irregularities, covenant enforcement, excessive fees. Lawyers
can participated but the process is not meant to be a venue of intensive proceedings and
challenges: most cases are simple. This process would not involve felony cases or cases
involving dollar limits greater than Small Claims Court awards. Home owners can
always choose to litigate in court vs using the State dispute resolution process.
No accountability or penalties for Abusive HOA Boards
Your Board violates State HOA Law or its’ own governing documents. Knowing most
home owners can’t afford or gamble money on mediation or a court case they have no

incentive to change their behavior. When taken to court, the only winner will be an
eager court-centric HOA lawyer: they get paid win or lose. If the HOA Board is found
to be in violation they will not be held to any financial remedy or be personally liable:
they are bonded, their legal fees are paid for by the HOA, and they will retain their
Board seat (unless fraudulent or felony activity is involved). The most a home owner
can and should hope for in dispute resolution is to present their case and have it
litigated with a binding solution that restores their legal rights. Out of court binding
dispute resolution is not aimed at penalties for HOA Boards but enforcement of home
owner rights.
Out of court binding dispute resolution will not impede volunteerism but will
benefit the HOA
This process will not impact the ability of HOAs to get their home owners to serve on
Boards. If will have a positive impact on those who are serving on Boards by making
them be more aware of their governing documents and mitigating dysfunctional
behavior knowing home owners can effectively pursue their rights. It will not
financially penalize Board members but is aimed at problem resolution in enforcing
laws. It will not increase any costs to HOAs as Board members are currently bonded. It
will reduce HOA court and legal costs as out of court venues are much less costly.
Out of Court Binding Dispute Resolution will not drive up HOA or home owner
legal costs but decrease them
This process will not cost but save HOAs and home owners:
Save law suits: HOA legal costs for court cases reduced to near zero
Less expensive than court: Less costly than court
Any HOA registration fees increase more than offset by savings in HOA legal costs
HOAs have more incentive to work with home owners knowing this process is
available to home owners: home owners will be more willing to pursue their rights
when the system is accessible-affordable vs fighting the unlimited resources of the HOA
Deliberate and irresponsible behavior will diminish
HOA use of lawyers reduced
Problem resolution is quicker, more expeditious than court
Unlike any costs expended on mediators, all complaints bring finality
Cost savings to our overloaded court system

Home Owners Can Still Elect to Litigate in Court
A home owner would have the option to file their complaint via the State or the court
system thus no legal rights are sacrificed.
Funding and Implementation of an HOA Home Owner Complaint Process
The State of Colorado would have a relatively easy time to fund and implement an
ADR (out of court binding dispute resolution process) for HOA vs home owner
complaints. With the State already can HOA Office in DORA, this seems like a good
suggested area of responsibility. HOAs can’t be licensed thus HOA ADR would be
organizationally outside the regulatory/licensing function of DORA.
The State HOA Office is already staffed, occupies office space, has a web site, provides
home owners with a web based application to file complaints, reviews and classifies all
home owner complaints/inquiries, completes annual reports on the number and types
of complaints and inquiries, and is authorized to collect HOA registration fees. The
missing link to implementation and funding (other than passing a law) is mostly related
to assigning vetted complaints to approved arbiters for dispute resolution.
Funding the State ADR for home owner complaints can be completed with no taxpayer
funds, period! Our organization only proposes solutions to HOA issues that don’t
require using State general funds or new taxpayer money. HOA complaint filing fees
and HOA registration fees can fund the program and not impose any financial burden
on HOAs or home owners or taxpayers.
HOA complaint filing might carry some minimal fee, $35, to reduce the number of
frivolous inquiries, and help fund the program. Based on the average number of HOA
complaints/inquiries received (approximately 6,000) by the State in previous years and
the number classified as complaints (1,200) it can be anticipated that the filing fee would
generate no less than $70-90,000 (1,200 X $75).
The State’s HOA Office adjusts the registration fee annually and can also redefine the
criteria used to determine the fee. The registration fee is flexible to ensure funding the
State HOA Office. There are approximately 8,200 – 8,400 registered HOAs. The
approximate number of living units in all registered HOAs is 825,000. Any fee increase
to fund a dispute resolution process would amount to about $1.50 per home per year
but net savings overall in legal costs to HOA, home owners and the court system.

HOAs and home owners will also reduce their legal costs by staying out of court thus
far offsetting any increase in registration fees. An HOA that can avoid just one court
case and resolve the issue with this process can save many times over the increase in
registration fee. The court system would save by decreasing the case load related to
HOA litigation.
The State’s Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) in which the State’s HOA
Office resides has the experience to collect fees and conduct an ADR program. Thus the
learning curve and implementation time to implement an HOA dispute resolution
process would be short with plenty of precedence to support the program.
Arbiters would be certified in HOA law and review and investigate cases
The State would develop a pool of HOA arbiters (state employees or contractors).
Arbiters would have to fulfill educational requirements that provide knowledge of State
HOA law or other requirements defined by DORA. Arbiters would be required to pass
a background check and be unaffiliated with any HOA or property management
company in order to maintain independence. DORA would determine minimal
educational requirements for credentialing. Decision rendering would be conducted by
the Head of the State HOA Office.

Conclusion:
Colorado HOA laws are definitive and extensive but all laws are absent of an accessible
and affordable dispute resolution (enforcement) process. Without a viable enforcement
process the laws are mostly administrative and very ineffective.
The justification for implementing an out of court binding dispute resolution process is
supported by a 2013 and 2019 State HOA Studies, by thousands of complaints and
inquiries received by the State’s HOA Office, emails and calls to legislators concerning
HOA home owner rights, and the frequent media coverage of home owner problems.
The HOA industry is comprised of two major segments: HOA Boards and HOA
property managers (both to serve home owners). The legislature passed a property
manager licensing law to address enforcement and accountability of property managers
(the program ended in 2019 but a 2021 Sunrise Report recommends reinstating the
program). No such accountability exists for HOA Boards. That program provided for

an out of court dispute resolution as previously discussed. The program, virtually
unknown to the public, has resulted in hundreds of complaints filed by home owners
who otherwise could not have pursued irregularities with the HOA property
management company.
HOA Board violations of State HOA laws and HOA governing documents remain
mostly uncontested by home owners due to cost and the unlevel playing field matching
home owner’s limited legal and financial resources with the unlimited resources of the
HOA. This process for home owner’s complaints would immediately make
enforcement of HOA laws effective from the home owner’s perspective. Think of our
HOA laws now as speeding laws without fines.
State administered dispute resolution meets the tests to provide HOA home owners
with an affordable, accessible, and expeditious means to enforce their rights under the
law; requires no new taxpayer funding; will not require a new Office or bureaucracy;
will not impose any burden on business or home owner; and will make all existing State
HOA laws and HOA governing documents immediately effective from the home
owner’s perspective.
State Legislators need only sponsor and pass a Bill to direct DORA and its’ State HOA
Office to implement this program for HOA home owner complaints. This has already
been completed for home owners in mobile home and manufactured home
communities.

